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Chinè, Chinè soft, Chinè rock by Carvico SpA: practising sport has never been so cool! 
 

Carvico launches the new heather fabrics trend with three new fabrics belonging to the 
“CHINÉ” family which reinvent the mélange effect, designed for the creation of vintage 

sportswear with unprecedented techno-features. 
 

One member of the family is more classic, one boasts a rock soul and one is extremely delicate but 
they are all soft and extremely high performance.  Their main strengths are their versatility and the 
absolute comfort they ensure and they are therefore ideal for activewear, fitness and trendy 
outerwear.  
Chinè is especially delicate, comfortable and perfectly fitting under any conditions. It is suitable for 
the creation of leggings and top for fitness and yoga, but can also be used for high-tech 
competition swimwear boasting an extra touch of creativity. Having been awarded the prestigious 
LYCRA® XTRA LIFE™ certificate, Chiné is 5 times more resistant to chlorine, suntan oils and 
creams than its competitors containing a standard elastomer.  
Chinè Soft is the lightest member of the family and inside its peculiar structure it contains a thin 
but compact brushed layer. Extremely pleasant to wear as a base layer in direct contact with the 
skin, it is comfortable and perfectly fitting, thus ideal for practising sport in spring or autumn.  
Moreover Chiné Soft it has been awarded the LYCRA® SPORT, certificate which testifies it offers 
the perfect muscular compression without constraining the body.  
Chinè Rock also features a brushed layer but thicker than the one boasted by Chiné Soft, that has 
been designed to better protect the body from the cold while maintaining the moisture wicking 
properties offered by the whole family of fabrics which help keeping the body temperature steady.  
Its brushed layer is anyway soft and pleasant to the touch, moreover. Chiné Rock follows the body 
every move ensuring maximum comfort and is therefore ideal for fitness garments and outerwear. 
 
CHINÈ 
Composition:  87% PA – 13% EA 
Widht: 150 cm 
Weight: 200 g/m² 
 
CHINÈ SOFT 
Composition:  87% PA – 13% EA 
Widht: 150 cm 
Weight: 190 g/m² 
 
CHINÈ ROCK 
Composition:  90% PA – 10% EA 
Widht: 150 cm 
Weight: 225 g/m² 
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